
Associated Students of Copper Mountain College

6162 Rotary Way, Joshua Tree, CA 92252

https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99315436899

Regular Meeting Minutes  |  19 November 2021  | 1:30PM  | Room 103

I. ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Call to Order 1:40
B. Roll Call

Executive Board Location

President
Leila Smith (she/them)

PRESENT

Vice President
Kristian Murin-Nies (he/him)

PRESENT

Secretary
Lucas States (he/him)

PRESENT

Treasurer
Marshall Henley (he/him)

PRESENT

Student Trustee
Joseph Candelaria (he/him/el)

PRESENT

Ambassador
Leo Bills (he/him)

PRESENT

Senator
Aaliyah Broussard (she/her)

PRESENT

C. Amendments to the Agenda
ASCMC will consider any amendments to the agenda, and approve the
agenda.

Leo would like to amend section B to move it to new business.
Kristian motioned to approve the agenda with the amendments. Lucas seconded.

D. Approval of the Minutes
ASCMC will approve the minutes of the 11/12/2021 meeting

Joe motioned to approve the minutes from 11/12/2021.
Kristian seconded.

E. Public Comment
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This segment of the meeting is reserved for persons desiring to address
ASCMC on any matter of concern that is not stated on the agenda. A time
limit of three (3) minutes per speaker and fifteen (15) minutes per topic shall
be observed. The law does not permit any action to be taken, nor
extended discussion of any items not on the agenda.

Charlie from first year nursing class of 2023 would like to collaborate to fundraise
for graduation. He would like help with events. He states that they are working
with certain businesses for fundraising. Sandy Smith will be able to help them with
this.
Erick is a student and reporter and was wondering about contact for ASCMC
members. Marissa will give him her email to direct him to executive board
members. He states he found us due to an editor.
II. NEW BUSINESS

A. HEERF Funds Ideas | Discussion | Meredith Plummer
Meredith Plummer from the business office is here to discuss ideas for HEERF as
discussed last week.
Meredith states that there is $2 million left for student and institution funds to be spent
for students.
Meredith states that she will pass on any ideas to the business office as well.
Kristian states that he feels as if there is a lack of food options for students here in the
evenings and afternoons. He states that he doesn’t believe a blanket method of
dispersing funds will be effective. He also mentioned that poor families are often unable
to determine options for themselves and he would like to allow students the option of
choice. He does not believe that a single method of dispersing funds will include all
students and he would like to emphasize the idea of multiple methods of fund
disbursement to help students.
Lily asked if there is a time-frame as to when resources would be dispersed.
Joe states that the grocery gift cards were helpful. Joe states that if loans went down that
students were taking, then there may be inequity due to future students not being able to
have these funds. He is concerned about what happens after this.
Lily would like to disperse these funds during the Fall and Winter breaks.
Marissa noted that it would be good to be able to help families during the holiday
season.
Kristian brought up the idea of the food truck again. He states that this would offer more
choices. Kristian proposed using culinary students to help on the food truck or reach out
to local vendors/businesses to appear on campus.
Kristian states he would like to further foster connections on campus through this
opportunity to help students.
Meredith states that for the institutional funds, they are looking at installing shade
structures in the quad and the new task center as well as the amphitheater. They are
going to put more seating and tables as well as marketing and promote enrollment.
Lily notes that having resources on campus will help enrollment.
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Kristian states that there are no shade structures or lighting for the smoking areas on
campus.
Marissa states that there has been a discussion in academic senate to remove smoking
areas to make CMC a smoke-free campus.
Kristian states that having a timeline for disbursement will further our production on this
project.
Marissa proposed to have a fundraising event on Saturday, but Lily states that having this
event should occur during the week
Kristian states that it may be helpful for students to be able to pick up gift cards or funds
whenever they are able rather than a specific day to disburse these funds.
Marissa proposes sending out these funds through mail and having students register to
obtain these when they are able/free.
Marissa states she will reach out to the military to see if they are able to work with
us/help. Marissa states she will reach out to Vicky about helping as well.
Aaliyah states that students are not aware of the benefits or opportunities on campus as
they don’t pay attention to their email.
ASCMC members agree that the best way to market events is to text students.
Marissa states she and Joe will bring it up to academic senate so that faculty can
advertise these future events.
Aaliyah mentioned that she is a part of the virtual marketing internship and that it is a
good resource for advertising and marketing.
Chelsi mentioned that texting is available as a method of reaching out to students.

B. Fundraising | Discussion | Sandy Smith
Lily states that as we are planning events it is good to begin fundraising. The events Lily
notes are the ideas of a bake sale, President’s lunch, etc., as discussed last week. Lily
states that our objectives are to gain money for clubs and ASCMC funds. Kristian notes
that are an increasing number of clubs and it may be helpful for them to have funds for
events, field trips, etc. Kristian notes that there have been a decrease in the request for
funds as there is more reliable transportation available.
Sandy said that she is available on a case-by-case basis to help fundraise for clubs. She
suggests either a monthly fundraiser or a yearly event to fundraise.
Joe suggests holding both events to keep the ASCMC funds stable across semesters.
Sandy states that we could hold monthly events such as a mixer or a breakfast with
students or something that we could partner with Bruce’s. Kristian suggests working with
the culinary students.
Sandy suggests a fundraising committee. Kristian states he could chair the committee.
Lily states that ASCMC will reach out to Sandy after break to discuss ideas for fundraising
as well as times.

C. Club Handbooks Ad Hoc | Discussion/Update | Kristian Murin-Nies
Kristian states that he met with Chelsi and Aaliyah, Lily, and Marshall to discuss the ICC.
He states that there is inconsistent verbiage with the chair/co-chair in the ICC which they
changed to be more clear. He states that they will continue working on it and meet
during break to work on it. They are also seeing how the brown act affects the ICC. lily
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states that because the document will be approved by ASCMC, the ad hoc does not
need to be brown compliant.
Joe states that he is concerned about these changes and about the students losing
power. Lily states that chelsi and her agree, but a large amount of the handbook does not
specify which chair member (ie: student chair) would perform certain actions. Lily states
that they changed the language to be non-ambiguous.
Chelsi notes that there was a change so that the chair is the student member. She states
that the corrections distinguish between the chairs and make the document more
congruent. She also states that the language was changed to specify that the
vice-president would be the student chair member.
Kristian states that they are concerned with the influence of the campus experience
involvement with the ICC.
Kristian states that the first ICC meeting will occur no later than the beginning of the
semester.

D. Communication Club Reinstatement | Action | Brett Hope
President of the communication club, Brett Hope, states that he is looking to reinstate the
communication club. He states that the club goals are to bring student engagement back
on campus and allow students the opportunity to improve their communication skills with
public speaking, debates, etc.
Per Brett, the club was last active Spring 2020. He states that they meet on Tuesday at
1:00 in the SAC. They have a full executive board and are looking for other members.
Lily states that she suggests they amend their bylaws to state that they must have 3
executive members to function as a club. Kristian suggests switching their Vice President
to secretary to meet the club requirements.
Lily also suggests to amend Article II section II so that executive members do not have to
attend all events or a certain amount of excused absences, and so that members would
be elected into the executive board rather than be chosen by previous members.
Joe states that they should file a charter to allow the club to reactivate.
Lily also suggests changing article iii to eliminate prerequisites for the club. They may
encourage students to be enrolled in a communication class, but they cannot require
them to have taken these classes.
Lily suggests changing their constitution must be submitted to and approved by ASCMC.
ASCMC will be making a contingency vote today.
Joe moved to approve the Communication Club contingent on the changes to their
amendment as proposed by lily. Kristian seconded.
Unanimous vote by ASCMC members approved the Communication Club reinstatement.

E. Communication Club Fund Request | Action | Brett Hope
Brett also requested an events fund. This was not added to the agenda and there will be
an emergency meeting on Tuesday at 5:00 pm.
Brett states that the event they are requesting funds for is a raffle for an incentive to join
the communications club. He states that they will be discussing things that will benefit
students. They would like to give away a $50 gas card, $50 amazon card,  $50 for the
bookstore, and $50 for food and drinks.
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Lily would like an advisor or faculty member to be around to avoid bullying, harassment,
or other conflicts during the discussion. Brett states that he has emailed 6-8 professors
requesting their presence to mediate and moderate the discussion.
He states that this event will be happening December 7th.
Andrew mentioned the professors that they have reached out to. He states that he does
not know
Marshall asked what would constitute an entry to the raffle. Brett states that attendance
will count as an entry.
Kristian asked if they reached out to Sandy or Chelsi about advertising. Brett states that
they reached out to Chelsi and she is making fliers for them and there will be advertising
on social media as well.
Brett states that this event is on the same day as the dining to donate.
They are requesting a total of $200.

F. Communication Club Applebee's Fundraiser | Action | Brett Hope
Brett also states that the communication club will be having a fundraiser at Applebee’s.
They will have this event on December 7th and February 10th.
Kristian motioned to approve the December 7th event contingent on the removal of the
February 10th event.

G. Bookfair | Leo Bills
Leo states that there is student interest in having a book fair on campus. He would like to
partner with the library to provide students with non-academic books.
Marissa suggests having local bookstores have popups on campus rather than a book
fair.
Leo would like a committee to discuss this idea further. He would like an ad hoc. They will
meet Monday at 1:30. Lily will send them an agenda template.
III. OLD BUSINESS

A. Cactus Chronicles Update  | Discussion | Lucas States
Lucas needs December events from Chelsi and a small business report on Early
Childhood Care from Kristian.

B. SAC Reform | Discussion | Chelsi Chastain
Chelsi states that there is a working stereo system in the SAC. She is waiting on a cord

to hook up this system. Chelsi states that we are able to choose vinyl couches ourselves.
She states that the mural idea was received well by the facilities committee. She would
like to have the final mural idea by December 12, the next facilities meeting.
Marshall asked which wall this mural would be painted on, chelsi states that it is up to our
discussion.
Marshall suggested bringing the idea of the mural up to the art students. Marissa
proposed having a contest for submissions.
Lily proposed opening this idea up to the community and having them submit ideas for
the sketch.
Joe states that because there is low attendance in the school, reaching out to the
community may incentivize them to join the college.
Marshall states that we should bring this idea to the community to meet the December 12
deadline.
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ASCMC members agreed to open the idea to the public rather than students.
Chelsi states that she is pricing a neon sign.

C. Staff/Faculty Appreciation Day | Discussion | Joe Candelaria
No report. Joe states that he will bring a fleshed-out idea for this event on the next
meeting.

D. App Builder U | Discussion | Joe Candelaria
No report. Marshall suggested using HEERF institution to pay for this app.

E. Prom  | Discussion | Leo Bills
Chelsi states that we are allowed to host indoor events as long as students wear masks.
There are no social distancing requirements.
Chelsi and Marissa recommended using the community room for this event.
Leo suggested hosting Prom in December. Lily suggested having prom on December 17
at 5:00pm.
ASCMC discussed the idea of a theme. Lily suggested under the stars. Marissa proposed
decoration ideas.  Kristian mentioned the idea of accessibility to older generations.
Leo brought up the idea of staff being there to set up the event. Lily mentioned that staff
must be there to chaperone.
Lily brought up the idea of who is allowed to come. She proposed allowing students to
bring a +1 who is not a student, but the event would primarily be a student-only event.
Marissa mentioned that food and drink must be individually wrapped.

IV. REPORTS
A. ASCMC Officer Reports | Additional Oral Reports

1. President Leila Smith (she/them)
Lily states that it is break next week although we have an emergency meeting at 5:00.
There is an ad hoc Wednesday at 9:30 and possibly one on Monday at 1:30. Lily states
that when we come back we will discuss the executive board for next semester.

2. Vice President Kristian Murin-Nies (he/him)
Kristian states that he reached out to ASL for club documents and cabinet information.
He will reach out to the communication club for the same information.

3. Secretary Lucas States (he/him)
Lucas mentioned that it is trans day of remembrance and he made pamphlets for the
event and that Chelsi made a display for the event.

4. Treasurer Marshall Henley (he/him)
Marshall wished everyone a happy thanksgiving.

5. Student Trustee Joseph Candelaria (he/him/el)
Joe states that he’s glad to be back.

6. Ambassador Leo Bills (he/him)
Leo states that he found a USB drive in the office space.

B. Internal Operating Committee Reports | Additional Oral Reports
1. Board of Trustees | Joseph Candelaria

Joe states that the greenleaf scholarship is open for high school students. This program
will provide aid and further opportunities for students. He discussed the presentation and
recognition of Michelle Zaccaria by CMC.
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The school was approved for cheaper rent for the west facility.
Joe discussed the district maps. He would like ASCMC members’ opinions on the
proposed maps to submit the voice of the people.

2. College Council | Joseph Candelaria and Leila Smith
3. Academic Senate | Joseph Candelaria
4. Marketing | Joseph Candelaria

Kristian states that the Marketing Committee meeting has been rescheduled to
December 10th.

5. Curriculum Committee | Joseph Candelaria

C. Region IX Report:
1. Joseph Candelaria

Joe and Kristian discussed the idea of his proposed mental health resolution and actually
proposing it. Joe would like to make an ad hoc for this idea.

D. Advisor Marissa Salomon (she/her/they) Announcements
Marissa confirmed her to-do list.

V. COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE FLOOR
This time is reserved for any ASCMC member, delegate, or club representative to make
announcements on items not on the agenda. A time limit of five (5) minutes per speaker
shall be observed. No action will be taken and the total time limit for this item shall not
be extended.

Kristian states that he has been talking to Leo about ideas for the school. He states that the
idea for the book fair to be a fundraiser for the nursing program. He will go to Sandy and
present this idea to her. He states that our proposed idea for the book fair would work for the
fundraiser. He suggested asking students for what books they’d like to have at the book fair.

Kristian states that he also would like the idea of a movie theater or drive in. He will talk to
Chelsi about setting this idea up.

Kristian also proposed the idea of using the palm springs zoo for a spot for fundraising.

Kristian also proposed the idea of banners at the entrance of the school for advertising.

VI. ADJOURNMENT 4:21


